Mandatory Immigration Check-in for Students

Due to the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, the Fall Term 2020 Mandatory Immigration Check-in for Students will be a virtual check-in. You can complete your check-in by (1) enrolling in and successfully completing the International Center’s Fall 2020 Check-in Course, and (2) submitting scanned copies of your immigration documents. The course explains which document copies are required and how to submit them.

**DO NOT enroll in the Check-in Course if Fall 2020 is the first semester at U-M and you are taking online courses outside of the US.** In that case, your SEVIS record will not be activated and therefore, an immigration check-in is not required. Only enroll in the course check-in if you are physically present in the US and will enroll in classes.

*Enroll in the Fall 2020 Mandatory Immigration Check-In Course [1]*
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